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SUMMARY

In this report a rigorous method is presented to analyse an arbitrarily shaped microstrip

structure, embedded in or printed on a infinite extensively multilayered dielectric substrate.

The excitation of this microstripstructure is done by a horizontally placed microstripline. In

order to investigate the characteristics of a multilayered microstrip structure the presented

method has been applied to a microstripline dipole antenna and a circular patch antenna

on a two-layer dielectric slab horizontally placed above a ground plane.

The first step in the formulation of the method is the derivation of the exact Green's

function for a multilayered dielectric slab backed by a ground plane. This analyse is carried

out on the basis of the Maxwell's equations written for the time variation expGwt) and

transformed in the spectral domain. The elements of the spectral dyadic Green's function

are evaluated via the transmission-line analogy by making use of very general equivalent

circuits of the stratified structure. With the Green's function the electric field in the slabs

can be calculated. From the boundary conditions of the patch and microstripline an integral

equation is obtained which describes the unknown current densities on them. By expanding

the unknown current densities on the patch and microstripline in series of basisfunctions and

substituting the derived Green's function, the integral equation is transformed into a set of

linear equations. Solving the resulting matrix equation yields the unknown current densities.

Once the current density on the microstripline is known the input impedance and the

resonant frequency of the microstrip structure can be calculated.

In the first place the theory is tested on some geometries of a microstrip center fed dipole

antenna. For the case of a two-layer dielectric slab the results show that a superstrate on

the dipole decreases the resonance frequency. Then the formulation is applied to a single

circular patch antenna. The results shows that a perfect match between feed and antenna

can be obtained by choosing an appropriate patch-microstripline overlap. Finally impedance

bandwidth of the antenna is investigated.
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1 INTRODUCfION

In recent years there has been increasing interest in microstrip antennas, especially in the

field of satellite broadcast receiving at 12 GHz [1] and in the context of microwave and

millimeterwave monolithic integrated circuits (MMIC) [2], [3]. The need for new versatile

active phased antenna systems and technological progress in integrated microwave devices

like phase-shifters and amplifiers, makes it desirable to integrate them with microstrip

antennas in the same substrate. For these applications, electromagnetically coupled

microstrip dipoles and patches have been investigated and found suitable [4],[5]. Several

distinct advantages of this type of feed over the direct edge feed and probe feed have been

noted. Among them is the possibility of placing the feed network closer to the ground plane,

resulting in reduction of radiation from various transmission line discontinuities. At the same

time the patch-ground plane spacing can be increased to obtain greater bandwidth. Match

of the patch to the feed line is simply achieved by selecting an appropriate line-patch

overlap. The absence of physical connections between resonator and feed line facilitates

fabrication of the antenna. Furthermore since an antenna can easily be made with photo

etching technology extending to subsequently layers, this type of antenna is suitable for mass

production.

To analyse the considered microstrip antenna several theoretical approaches are available,

such as the analytical techniques referred to as the transmission-line models [6], the highly

lossy cavity models [7] and the full (spectral) wave analysis [8]. Since the type of microstrip

antenna discussed here consists of multilayered, electrically thick materials and electromag

netically coupled structures, a rigorous analysis such as the full (spectral) wave analysis is

used as it models accurate the configuration because the location of the excitation of a

planar source is in the interface of the layers or inside the dielectric substrates. The

hypothesis of a planar excitation is - consistent with the feeding line used, namely a

microstripline. Since in this approach all the wave phenomena are incorporated, it is useful

for microstrip type antenna applications at higher frequencies (MIC).
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The aim of this report is to present a method for analysing an arbitrarely shaped

multilayered microstrip antenna structure with an electromagnetically coupled feed to patch

arrangement. For this the exact Green function characterizing the microstrip structure is

derived under a general condition of excitation in the Fourier (spectral) domain. In fact,

only by knowing the whole Green function will it be possible to obtain useful information

on the input impedance and the characteristics of the radiated field. This derived theory is

then applied to a circular patch antenna on a dual stacked dielectric slab above a ground

plane. From the boundary conditions an integral equation for the unknown current densities

on the patch and microstripline is derived. This equation is solved using a Moment Method

approach [9]. Then from the obtained current densities the input impedance, bandwidth and

the radiated field can be calculated. A distinguishing feature of the present analysis is the

incorporation of the boundary conditions of the feed into the formulation [5],[10]. This kind

of rigorous treatment has several advantages, namely, it yields accurate input impedance

results and is applicable to a wide variety of feeding arrangements utilizing a microstripline.

The structure of this report is as follows. In chapter 2 the exact Green function is derived

for the considered microstrip antenna. In chapter 3 the integral equation for the unknown

patch and microstripline current densities is formulated and solved by using a Moment

Method technique. Furthermore a detailed analysis is given of the obtained matrix equation

and the occuring numerically problems. At the end of this chapter some methods are

described for obtaining the input impedance. Chapter 4 is devoted to the implementation

of the model as described in the previous chapters. In chapter 5 some results are presented

for the case of a microstripline and for the case of a single microstrip antenna. Finally in

chapter 6 the conclusions of the research on this type of microstrip antenna are given.
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2 ANALYSES OF A MULTILAYERED MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

2.1 GREEN FUNCTION FOR MULTILAYERED GROUNDED DIELECfRIC SLAB

An introduction to the type of microstripantenna about this report is dealing with will be
outlined in this paragraph. A model description for this type of microstripantenna and a
method of deriving a dyadic Green function will be discussed in detail. This will be done
with the aid of the representation of the field in terms of transverse electric (TE) and
transverse magnetic (TM) guided modes [11] and with the aid of the transmission line
theory [12].

2.1.1 Model description and general properties

As can be seen in figure 2.1 the microstripantenna consists of several dielectric slabs which
are horizontally layered above a ground plane. The radiating plane (patch) can be
positioned on top or between them. The antenna feed is situated between two dielectric
slabs without making any physical contact with the radiation plane nor the ground plane.

z
Z

If•
t, I ~I

'1 ~2

/X
'r.

penpeclive Yiew feed sidem Iopm

Figure 2.1 General multilayered microstripantenna with electromagnetic coupling feed.

The dielectric slabs consist of linearl isotropi~ and homegeneous material with a specific
dielectric permittivity( t:,). In general the permittivity and also the thickness (~) of the
dielectric slabs differ mutually. With respect to the ground-plane, patch and antenna feed

it is assumed that they are perfectly electric conductors with an infinitesimal thickness.
Furthermore the whole layered structure is assumed to extend to infinity in the so called

transverse plane (xy-plane) which is situated perpendicular to the z-axis.
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Throughout the derivation of the dyadic Green function use will be made of the following

coordinate system,
z

Figure 2.2 £t' i, £, x i coordinate system.

where k is the transverse vector wavenumber which lies in the transverse plane and is,
defined in the Carthesian coordinate system

k, =kJ:x + k;y=k,(cosa.x + sina.y) =k,1, (2.1)

k,= Ik,l

k is a general vector wavenumber which is defined as follows

k=k, + ik1.' with k= Ikl =wJeJJ.

Between k, k, and k1. exists the following relation

(2.2)

(2.3)

The linearity of the Maxwell relations guarantees that sinusoidal time variations of charge

and current sources produce electric g and magnetic § fields that in the steady state are

also sinusoidal [13]. Then one may replace the function (2.4) of space and time with

products

(2.4)
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of complex functions of space only, multiplied by the complex factor exp(j<J>t) as follows

Itr,t) = Re{E(r)exPU<J>t)}

"(r,t) = Re{H(r)exPU<J>t)}

(2.5)

With only a transverse current sheet in the stratified medium one can formulate the

Maxwell equations as follows

VxE + j<J>~H = 0

VxH - j<J>tE = J ,
t

(2.6)

Then from the new coordinate system follows that

V:=V + fat z

E:=E + fE-t Z

(2.7)

At this point a Fourier transform relation pair is introduced which will be used implicitly

in the derivation of the dyadic Green function.

.9"'{E<A,z, <J>)} = E(1f& ,z, <J» =: ffE<A,z, <J» expUk .11)d11
t. t-.

-
.9"'1 {E<kt,Z, <J>)} = E(11,Z,<J» =:~ f fE<kt,z, <J» exp( -jkt.11)dkt(2n) _.

with 11 =xi + yj

(2.8)
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Applying (2.8) to the time harmonic vector fields and using the transverse nablaoperator one

deduce that

~E} =£=£ + iE, %

~ H} =J1 =J1 + iii, %

.9{V} = -J'k, ,

2.1.2 Formulation of the transverse vector field

Substition of (2.7) into the Maxwell equations in (2.8) leads to

{

(V, + £0%) x (E, + iE%) +j<.)J.L(H, + ill%)={1

(V, + £0%) X (II, + £Hz) - j<.)f, (E, + fEz) =1,

(2.9)

(2.10)

Consider a space filled with a dielectric material as described in paragraph 2.1.1. Let the
positive z-axis be the axial direction and the xy-plane be the transverse plane. Then by
carrying out the multiplications in (2.10) and regrouping the resulting terms one obtains
equations for the axial- and transverse field components.

1
ill =--(V xE)

% j<.)J.L' ,
1

iE=-~xH)
% j<.)f,' ,

{
V, X iE% + £ x o%E, + jCa)J.LH, = {1

V, X tII% + i x D%H, +j(J)f,E,=l,

axial

transverse

(2.11)

(2.12)
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Upon substition for Ez and ~ in (2.12) the axial equations from (2.11) one finds equations

for the transverse field components which are independent of the z-field components. After

applying some vectoralgebra upon these equations one obtains

l-a%E =j<a>J.L(H x i) - ~Vt{V,.(H x i)}
t t J<a>£ t

-a%H =j<a>£(i x E) - -._l_Vt{Vt.(i x E)} + i x .l
t t J<a>J.L t t

(2.13)

(2.14)

Utilising the fourier transform upon (2.11) and (2.13), the final equations (2.14) and (2.15)

respectivily for the axial- and transverse field components are deduced.

1

m =_l_Uk x £)
% j<a>J.L t t

- 1 -iE =--.- Uk x H)
% J<a>E t

I
- - 1 --a:.E =j<a>J.L(H x i) + -k [k .(H xi)]
t t j<a> £ t t t

-aji =j<a>e(i x E.) + -.1_k [k .(i x E.)] + i x.l
t t J<a> J.L t t t t

(2.15)

The following step is now to find solutions for the transverse vector field components,

defined in the prescribed coordinate system. For this purpose consider a plane wave in any

direction k but where the state of polarisation is unknown. The electromagnetic field of this

plane wave is described in the following figure (2.3).

z
~'"

equifasevlak

y

Figure 2.3 Electromagnetic field of a plane wave in a direction k.
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The field of this plane wave can be described with the equations:

{
E =Ee~ + E.~
H = He 8 + H. q»

(2.16)

Projecting these electromagnetic field in the transverse plane one obtains with the aid of

figure 2.3 equations for the transverse electromagnetic field.

{
E, =(Ee 'k,),k, + E. (2.17)

H = (H 'k )k, + H, --e, •

Also from figure 2.3 follows that the direction of H. correspond with the direction of the
vector i x £, and that the direction of the projection of Ee in the transverse plane

correspond with the vector k, . Furthermore an incident wave with any polarisation can be
decomposed into TE (transverse electric) and TM (transverse magnetic) wave components.

The TE-wave is linearly polarized with the electric field vector perpendicular to the plane
of incidence, see figure 2.4a. The TM-wave is linearly polarized with the electric field vector

parallell to the plane of incidence, see fig 2.4b. Since these wavecomponents are

independent they can be studied separately. Viewing closer to the field

A

x

cl

B

Figure 2.4 Reflection and transmission of TE (a) and TM (b) waves at a plane boundary.
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components as described in (2.17) it is possible to distinguish two representations of the

field components analogous to the TM and TE modal representation of the electromagnetic

field.

B cP - i X k" and HI: = 0
Case 1 (TM mode): ...

(Eee), - k,

E cP - k, x i,
Case 2 (TE mode): ('R.8) _ k

~, ,
and E =0I:

With these relations the transverse vector field (2.17) can be expressed as follows.

{
E, = a.™(k,) + P7E(k, x i) (2.18)

H, = yTM(£ X k,) + aTE(k,)

The constants a., p, y, a are functions of (x,y,z) Applying the fourier-transform of 2.1.1 to

the equations (2.18) and redefining the constants one obtains finally the equations of the

transverse electromagnetic vector field.

{
E, = v'(%)k, + y"(%)i x k,

Il, = I'(%)£ x k, + I"(%)k,
(2.19)
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y', J play the roles of the TM modal coefficients and y", 1" of the TE modal coef

ficients.

2.1.3 Derivation of the transmission Hne equations

In this paragraph the equations which defines the modal coefficients in (2.19) will be
derived. First of all the derivation the equations of the transverse vector field (2.19) are

substituted into (2.15). After some vector algebra the following results are obtained.

(2.20)

(2.21)

On closer examination of (2.20) one concludes that it can be separated into two equations

which are related to the orthogonal vectors which span the transverse plane.

£,

£, x £ :
(2.22)

Next the definitions of a characteristic impedance Z and admittance Y are given according

(2.23). These are related respectively to y' and y" .

with Zi=-'!'- i€{' "}
I ' ,y

(2.23)
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Making use of (2.2), (2.3) and substituting (2.23) into (2.20) yields

(2.24)

A slightly different approach is used for equation (2.21) since the current i, points in an

arbitrary direction in the transverse plane. Thus the equations deduced after separating

(2.21) must be also examined for the two orthogonal directions. In the case that i, = if, the

separation yields

i x f, : -0/' = jf.t)f, y' + i =jf.t)f!, Y'k + i
k %

%

1 "2 . y" 2 2
+ -.- Y k =]-[ f.t) f!, J1 - k, ]

] f.t) J1 ' f.t) J1

(2.25)

Again using (2.2), (2.3) and substition of (2.23) yields

In the case that the current i, = i(f, x i) one finds

(2.26)

(2.27)

The equations (2.24), (2.26) and (2.27) are recognized as the transmission line equations [2].

By making use of them the original vector problem is thus reduced to a scalar one. In this

context the individual dielectric layers· are viewed as sections of transmission lines with

corresponding characteristic impedances Z defined by (2.23) and propagation constants ~
defined by (2.3).
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2.1.4 Composing the Green function valid for transverse electric current sheets

For linear fields, wherein the superposition principle is applicable, the basic radiation
problem is that of determining the field excited by a point source. This is the so-called
Green's function problem. For the electromagnetic field the Green's functions are dyadic

functions. The elements of these dyadic functions are derived in this paragraph.

To find these elements it is necessary to find the explicit solutions of the field components

expressed by the equations (2.22) and (2.11). For this purpose consider first a transverse
current in the 1, direction. Then from (2.24) and (2.26) it follows

(2.28)

(2.29)

Equation (2.28) denotes that y' and ]' have a non-trivial solution, where as equation

(2.29) gives y" =0 and]" =0 . Using these results in (2.19) one finds the corresponding
transverse vector field.

{
E, =V'(l,)

11, =]'(£ xl,)

Substituting (2.30) in the equations for the axial field components (2.14) yields

{

Ii =0

iE~ - 1, ]'"--- t
% <.>e

(2.30)

(2.31)

The obtained total electromagnetic field caused by the prescribed current corresponds to



(2.32)
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the description of the field of case 2 in paragraph 2.1.2. It can be concluded that this current
produce a TM mode and it is also clear that y' and [' are related to this mode. Refering

to a current in the k, x i direction and proceeding as has been described above one finds
that y' =0 , [' =0 and y" ,[" are unequal to zero. Then from the equations (2.14) and

(2.19) follows the electromagnetic field

{
£., =Y"(k, x i)

Ii. =["(k ), ,

{
iii =-~Y"i

t <a> IJ.

E =0t

This result resembles the description of the field of case 2, paragraph 2.1.2. Hence it can
be concluded that this current produce a TE mode and that V"~ and I"~ are related to this

mode. In deriving general equations of the Green's functions, it is important to define a

transverse electric current sheet in a arbitrary direction as follows.

i, =ak, + Pk, x i (2.33)

It is evident that the total electromagnetic field is the sum of the fields caused by the

electric current components individual as has been formulated in (2.30), (2.31) and (2.32).

Thus

Ii. =[' i x k + [" k, ,

£. = y' k, + V"~ k x i, i, [' A

-- Z
<a> &

i, y" A

- - Z
<a>1J.

(2.34)

(2.35)

At this stage it is now possible to describe the Green's functions of the electromagnetic

field. The definition of these functions in the space-domain are

{

E(r) = -j<a> IJ.fff fiE ·J.(i)dV'

H(r) =-j <a> &fff fiH -J.(i)dY'
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Transformation of (2.35) to the k domain yields the following equations,

(2.36)

(2.37)

a. k,

• p(£, x i)

o

The current 1 describes a electric point source with a direction of the current in the

transverse plane. By writing out (2.36) in the new coordinate system as introduced in

paragraph 2.1.1 one obtains

gl1k,£, g.';,(£, x i)

G. • 1 =: g21(£' x i)£, g22(k, x i)(k, x i)

Combining (2.34) and the structure of the Green function, formulated in (2.37) one infers

finally the dyadic Green's functions for the electromagnetic field caused by an arbitrary

transverse current point source.

-V'k,k, 0 0

a 0 -V"(£, x i)(£, x i) 0=-£
k
-'I'i£ 0 0
<a>e '

0 -I' 'k,(k, x i) 0

a I' (k, x i)k, 0 0=-H
k

0 V"-'i(£, x i) 0
<a>~

(2.38)

(2.39)

To summarize, the Green function is derived by decomposing the electromagnetic field in

axial and transverse field components defined in a new coordinate system. From this the

transmission line equations are deduced, which in combination with the field components

deliver the Green's functions (2.38) and (2.39).
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2.2 THE CHARACfERISTIC GREEN FUNCllON

As mentioned in paragraph 2.1 the multilayered grounded dielectric slab can be modelled

as sections of transmission lines with corresponding admittances and propagation constants.

The equation of the voltage on this transmission line contains parameters of the antenna

geometry and the material constants. Furthermore it is only dependent of the space

coordinate z, because the xy-plane has been transformed to the Ic.-domain. Therefore it is

called the characteristic Green function. In this paragraph this function shall be derived for

a given antenna structure with the aid of the transmission line theory [12].

2.2.1 A transmission line model with general properties

Consider the case of a two-layer slab, backed by a ground plane. Figure 2.5 shows the

physical configuration alongside the equivalent transmission line ,model. The dielectric layers

are characterized by their permittivities eI' ez and respective thickness t}J t2• The source

point z' is located in the second layer and represents a Dirac deltafunction with the strenght

of -1 A

•
Y

1
I YoI J1-

'0 \1 II \0
I
I
I

•
I I I I I I

I Z I I I
ZI I I I I I

I I I

0 t1 I I' I
Z

e z"
I

1 t2 ZI Z2

Figure 2.5 Two-layer grounded slab and its equivalent circuit

representation.

Before starting with the analyses of this given structure, a general piece of transmission line

is considered to deduce the needed properties. Starting from (2.28) with a current point

source i located at z=z' the solution of these equations are constructed outside the source.

To derive equations for these solutions the equations (2.28) are substituted into eachother
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which results in:

{

a/v(z) ~ k/V(z) =0

- jk~azV(z) =l(z)

At a point z on the transmission line the solutions of (2.40) are as follows

{

V(z) =V~zJe -}k&(z -~ + V,/..z.J;t&(z -~

l(z) =I ~z.Je -jl:~ -~ + I ,f..z.Jll:~ -~

(2.40)

(2.41)

where V~z.J, VR(z.J are the complex amplitudes of the incident and reflected voltage waves.

The first term on the right hand side of (2.41) represents a wave traveling in the +z

direction, the second term represents a wave traveling in the -z direction. By defining the

absolute admittance Y(z) [impedance Z(z)] and the relative admittance Y'(z) [reI. imp.

Z'(z)] at the point z as

Y(z) = l(z) =_1_
V(z) Z(z)

and Y'(z) = l(z) =_1_
YV(z) Z'(z)

(2.42)

one may write equation (2.41) in the standing wave description

{
V(z) =V(4o)[coskz(z - 40) - jy'(4o)sinkz(z - 40)]

l(z) = 1(40 Hcoskz(Z: - 40) - jZ'(4o)sinkz(z - 40)]
(2.43)

Upon taking the ratio of I(z) and V(z) in (2.43) one finds for the relation between

admittances at two points on a transmission line

(2.44)
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The antennastructure in figure 2.5 can also be described with the transmission line network
.... -

in figure 2.6a, where Y1 and Y2 are the terminating admittances at the endpoints Zl and

~ respective which describes the transmission line outside the

Figure 2.6 Network representation for general point-source-excited

transmission line.

interval [Zl'~]' The solution of the above network problem is accomplished by first finding

the voltages and currents at the source terminals and determining then the voltages and

currents anywhere in the interval [Zl'~] by means of the equations (2.43). Because of the

discontinuity in the current at Z =z' the network problem splits up in two problems,
- ~

respectively left (z<z') and right (z>z') ofthe source. When the admittances Y1 and Y2 are

transformed to the source terminals then the problem reduces to a simple netwerkproblem

as is drawed in figure 2.6b. The following equation is valid at z' and takes into account the

discontinuity of the source.

V(z'> Y(z '> = 1

with
~" ++, .. " -4,

Y(z ,z ) = Y(z ) = Y(z ) + Y(z )

(2.45)

(2.46)

It is desirable on occasion to evaluate f not at the source point z', but at some other point

at which its determination is simpler. Thus a relation need to be found between fez) and
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y(z~ on a transmission line without sources. This relation may be inferred from (2.44). By

substituting z=Zq and Zo=Zp in (2.44) one finds

Now consider equation (2.46) together with the following definitions

zp > Zq: y'(z) = Y'(z)
, -zp < Zq: Y (z) =-Y (z)

Utilizing (2.47) one obtains from equation (2.46)

y'(Z) ={:. ~ iY'(Z~tkr.(Zp - Zq) + 1..~ jY'(z~tkr.(zp - Zq)}

Y (z~ - Jcotkr.(zp - Zq) Y (Zq) + jcotkr.(zp - Zq)

Then after some algebraic manipulations one finally finds

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

(2.50)

The next step is to utilize the equations (2.43), (2.44) and (2.50) to obtain a solution to the

network problem of figure 2.6b. From (2.45) follows that [Y(Z,Z')]"l is defined as the voltage

at a point z on a transmission line excited at z' by a parallel current source of amplitude i=

1 ampere. Thus by employing (2.43) one determines [Y(z,Z')]-l as follows

1 1 .. ...."... ..-- = " [coskr.(z - Z ) - JY (z )sinkr.(z - Z )],
y(z,z' ) Y(z,z )

1 1 ,,'" " "
-- = " [coskr.(z - Z ) + jY (z )sinkr.(z - Z )],
Y(z,z , ) Y(z,z)

Z>Z

Z<Z

(2.51)
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where Y(Z;',z '> = f(z;') =y(z;') + f(z;') which will be calculated with (2.50) in ~=z'. To

continue the derivation consider the networkproblem for z> z'. The term inside the brackets

in (2.51) can be written as V(z)/V(z') according (2.43) so that one obtains

1 1 Y(z;)
--=
Y(z;,z '> Y(z; ',z '> Y(z; ')

(2.52)

Hence the first term inside the brackets in (2.50) is also written as V(z')/V(Zq) since ~=z',

thus

Substituting (2.53) in (2.52) yields

_1_ =_1__Jli_(z;_) [cosk (z;' - z; ) + /i' (z; )sink (z;' - z; )]
Y(z;,z '> f(Z;f) Y(Z;f) % q f % f

(2.53)

(2.54)

Applying the structure of (2.43), to (2.54), results in the equation of the voltage at a point

z with z>z'

Analogously one deduce an equation for z<z'

V(z;) = 1 = _1_ [cost (z;' - z; ) - jf' (z; )sink (z;' - z; )] x
Y(z;,z ') f(z;q) J: f f J: f....

[coskJ:(z; - Z;f) + -jY (z;f)sink%(z; - Z;f)]

(2.55)

(2.56)

The final step is now to define Zq and to calculate the admittances in (2.55) and (2.56) for

the antenna structure under consideration. This is the subject of the next section.
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2.2.2 Derivation of the characteristic Green function

The reference point Zq is taken to be Zl' Three sections are distinguished in the transmission

line model of figure 2.5. Section 1 (O<Z<Zl) contains no sources and is submitted to the

boundary conditions VI(O,z '> = 0 A V1(Zl,z '> Utilizing equation (2.41) yields for this section

the solution

(2.57a)

Section 2 (Zl <Z<~) in which the source is located, is identical to the network problem in
the former paragraph with kz = k

Z2
• Thus

V(z,z '> = y; (z,z '> = {equan.on (2.55), z>z: (2.57b)
2 equation (2.56), z<z

And section 0 (z>~) which has also no sources, only outgoing waves and the boundary

condition Vo(~,z '> = V2(~,z '> gives with the aid of (2.41) direct the following solution

(2.57c)

To find the solutions above it is necessary to calculate the admittances used in the equation

for V2(z,z'). This is accomplished with equation (2.44) and the parameters of the given

microstripantenna. Choose Zq=Zl' Calculating Y'(ZI) with Zo=O in (2.44) yields

(2.58)

The 'short-cut' present at z=o defines Y'(O) .... 00 and since the admittance models section

1, equation (2.59) need to be multiplied with the characteristic admittance Y1 to find the

absolute value. Thus (2.59) becomes
~

Y(ZI) =-jYlcotkz/ 1
(2.59)
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Section 2 determines :Y'(Zl) • By employing (2.44) with Zo=~ where y'(zJ =YJY2 and
multiplying with the characteristic admittance Y2 one obtains the absolute admittance which

models sections 2 and 0

(2.60)

One must be aware that the relative admittances stated in equations (2.55) and (2.56) are

normalised with respect to the characteristic admittance Y2' By doing so one retrieves the
sought admittances

(2.61)

Considering the derivation above one concludes that the voltage V(Ztzt) depends on the

given microstrip antenna structure and that this structure determines the values of the
admittances. Therefore the voltage V(~zt) on the transmission line model is called the
characteristic Green function. To calculate the Green function (i use will be made of this

-E .
result to find Vt(~zt) and V'(Ztzt). The corresponding characteristic admittances y<Y) and
y<Y") are defined according equation (2.23).
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3 THE RADIATED FIELD OF THE MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

3.1 DERIVATION OF THE MOMENT METHOD MATRIX EQUATION

From the boundary conditions on the microstripantenna structure an integral equations is

derived. In this paragraph a method, called the Galerkin's method of moments is discussed

which transforms the integral equation to a matrix equation. Solving this equation yields the

sought radiated electric field.

3.1.1 General considerations of boundary conditions on plane surfaces

In the electromagnetic field problem of the microstripantenna, it becomes necessary to

discuss how the fields behave as one traverses the boundary interfaces, separating the

various material regions that comprise the microstrip antenna. From a physical point ofview

a matching of the field solutions is required so that the boundary conditions at the interfaces

are satisfied. The proper boundary conditions for the fields are determined from the integral

forms of Maxwell's equations for material regions. [see appendix A] Consider the situation

of the space divided in two regions, denoting region 1 and region 2. Region 1 is filled with

a material that has a permittivity f 1 and region 2 consists of a perfectly conductor (a2~).
See figure 3.1.

-"-------
- CD .---- HI-------- s

Figure 3.1 Fields on a plane conducting surface.

Then one obtains of the general considerations of boundary conditions that

Ii x HI =1
6

.. surface current density

Ii x E =0
1

(3.1)
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The conclusion is that the surface current density 1 has a magnitude equal to that of the•
tangential HI and the magnitude of the tangential E

I
is equal to zero. In the same way the

the sought integral equation for the microstrip antenna is found with the aid of these

boundary conditions. Thus

(3.2)

where E6Cc.) is the excitation field and EdCl) is the diffracted (induced) electric field,

produced by the surface currents.

3.1.2 Reduction of the integral equation to a matrix equation

A general procedure is now discussed for solving linear equations, called the method of

moments. Consider the inhomogeneous equation

(3.3)

where L is a linear operator, t is known and ~ is to be determined so that ~ is a

solution of

L(.fa) =f (3.4)

Introduce this operator equation in the electromagnetic field problem of a microstrip

antenna in such way that when L operates on a surface current density Jd (existing on the

patch and probe), it produces the electric field Ed . Thus one finds

(3.5)

Let 1d be expanded in a series of known functions J,d in the domain of L with unknown

coefficients 1/ . Hence

(3.6)
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The functions J,tl and J: are called expansion or basis functions. Substition of (3.6) into

(3.5) yields

E.tl = LJ...Jtl) =L 1/LJ...J/) =L 1/E./
'-I '.1
• •

(3.7)

By substituting this result in the original integral equation one obtains

•
(3.8)

To satisfy this equation it is necessary to deal with a finit set of expansion functions. So the

integral equation becomes an approximation. Hence the result of the integral equation is

not exact equal to zero. Therefore it is necessary to introduce a residual, which is to be

weighted to zero. The residual R is defined as follows.

(3.9)

The residual is weighted to zero with respect to some weighting functions lf
j

such that [14]

•
<R;lfj>s= ffR 'lfjdS=O,-. for 'v'j_I.2, ...

(3.10)

The subscript S under the inner product defines a symmetric product. It should be noted

that (3.10) is also used for finit areas, which is the case in reality. By assuming that the

weighting functions are the same as the expansion functions one finds

•

-. for 'v'j_I.2, ...
(3.11)
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This choice is known as the Galerkin's method of moments and is done for computational

simplicity. Substitution of the expression of the residual into (3.11) yields

• •
ff {E 1/E/ + ES

} • J./ dS = 0
_. i·l

(3.12)

which becomes after some algebraic manipulation

(3.13)for VJ.l,2" ...
•••

~ r:ffE/ ·J./dS + ffEs .J./dS =0.
, .. I _. _.

Introduce now the following definitions for the voltage Vi and the impedance Zijd

•

-.
•

(3.14)

Z..d = ff Ed. J. d dS
IJ i J-.

Applying the impedance and the voltage defined in (3.14) to (3.13) gives

•
E I/Zi/ + lj =0.
i·l

for VJ.l,2, ... (3.15)

From this equation one derives finally the sought matrix equation

-[Z][l] = [V] (3.16)

Conclusion; with the application of the method of moments at the original integral equation

one obtains a matrix equation which is to be solved for a given excitation to find the value
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of the unknown surface current density Jd . Hence one finds also the electric field
Ed induced by Jd .

3.1.3 The matrix equation for a circular patch microstrip antenna

Starting from equation (3.13) the matrix equation is to be derived for the microstrip antenna

under consideration. Define the currents JP and JI respectivily on a circular patch of radius

(c) and the rectangular microstrip transmission line of width (W) as follows

(3.17)

These currents are expanded in the set {J P, J ~', J %} of basisfunctions. The selection
.Y II.. q

of these basisfunctions is based upon previous work [16]-[17]. So the currents on the patch
and probe are represented as follows

JP =E 1./ J./ + E I"f' J f', polar coordinates (p,cp)
~Y ~f II

m, Y,PI, ~ =0, 1,2, ... and m + V,PI + ~ odd (3.18a)

JI =~ I %J %
LJ q q

q

carthesiaPl coordinates (x,y,z)

where the indices m,n are related to the cp dependence according the following equations

.p =PP.,( plc)cos(mcp)
.Y

.z:f = 4>~f( plc)sin(ncp)

and Y, ~ are indicating the orde of the functions

P.,( pIc) =U.,( plc)Jl - (pIC)2
1

~f(plc) = Tf(plc)-;::::====::;
Jl - (pIC)2

(3.18b)

(3.18c)
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In these functions T~, U., are Chebyshev polynomials of the first and second kind,

respectively. The current on the microstripline is expanded in subsectional basis functions.

Only :i-directed electric surface currents are assumed to flow on the microstripline which,

as was found in [2], is a good approximation when thin lines, with respect to wavelength, are

used on substrates of any thickness. The current in the y-direction is assumed to be uniform.

J% =:iRII(x)p(y)
f

where R.<Xl=[1 - Ix - x. l] x - A ~x ~x + A
A ' II II

(3.18d)

P(Yl ={ ~.
-w w

and
-~y~-

2 2
o , otherwise

The set of basisfunctions induces electric field components {E P, E ~., E %} • Due to
• ., II", f

the linearity, the electric field can be expressed in the same manner as (3.18) Thus

EP =E 1./ E"./ + E I.~· EII~·
"'," II,~

E' =r 1 % E %
L.J q f
q

Ed =EP + E'

To prevent confusion when (3.18) and (3.19) are substituted into (3.13) the indices of the

electric field in (3.19) are renamed:

mv becomes i <a>

n ~ becomes j'l

q becomes p .

Knowing that the surface current densities only exists on the patch and probe it is allowed

to reduce the integration area in (3.13) to the areas of the patch and the probe: Sd =Sp+S••

From (3.13) with (3.19) the following result has been obtained.
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[~ I,P". JJEfw •~v dS + ~ I,P". JJE;'w .",=~ dS + E Jlq IIEl'l . ~v dS +
I,W 8

4
loW 8

4
1,'1 8

4

+ E ~~JJEl'l •~~dS] +
1,'1 84

[E Ip1l JJ£; .~v dS + E Ip1l II£; .~~ dS 1 +
P 84 P 84

[E I:JJ£; ..I:dS] =
p 8

4

(3.20)

JJ £8 . ~YdS + IJ £8 . ~~dS + II £8 . .I:dS ,
'4 84 84

V-''', q • 1,2, ...

Next the voltages V./, V..~', Vq1l and the impedances z",i,vw PP , Zq;.w P1l , ZqpX1l are
defined according:

• • •
V:v =JI£8 ..I~YdS , V..~ =IJ£8 ..I~dS , v: = JJ£8 . .z; dS-. -. -.

• • •
ZPP =JJ£p ..IP dS , ZP' =JJ£~ ..I' dS , Zp.1l = IJ£p ·,rdS.I,YW 'w .Y 1I1,~ (,) 'w II~

ql,w 1(,) f-. -. -. (3.21)
• • •

Z'P =JJ£' ..IP dS , Z" =JJ£' ..I' dS , Z'1l = JJ£' ·,rdS·I,v'l 1'1 .Y "I,~ 'I 1'1 .. ~ tI,'I 1'1 f-. -. -.
• • •Z1lP =JJ£1l ..IP dS Z1l' =JJ£1l ..I' dS Z1l1l = II£1l .,rdS.p,Y

P .v ,
IIP,~ P .. ~

, qp P f-. -. -.
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Employing these definitions in (3.20), the result is rewritten as follows

[L 1,,/ (Z.I,,,wPP ) + L I,,} (ZII'.( ..P.) + L I,..p (Zfl,"P~)] +
'.(0) 1,.. 1,..

[L ~"·(Z.J.,,,,·P) + L ~,,·(ZIIj.(,,··) + L ~,,·(Zf1.,,·~)] +

J." J." J."
[L 1/ (Z.p'/P) + L 1/ (ZIIP.t·) + L 1/ (ZfPU

)] =
P P P

(3.22)

u P + U • + y~

,.." ,. II( f'
for V..... f ••• 2. ...

(3.23)

It is obvious that from this result the sought matrix equation can be found. On closer

examination it appears that the matrix equation has the following structure

[ZPP][Z9P ][Z~P] [IP] [VP]]
[Zp·][Z··][Z~·] [1·] = [V·]
[ZP~ ][Z.~ ][ZU] [I~] [V~]

Solving equation (3.23) for a given excitation yields the sought current coefficients. From

equation (3.18) follows then J.P and J.I . When these are calculated one can find the electric

field induced by the patch and the microstripline.

3.1.4 The electric field induced by the microstrip antenna

In chapter 2 the definition of the Green function is introduced for a current point source

in an arbitrary direction (2.35). Consider the surface current densities to be built of a

infinite sum of point sources. Then it is possible to write the following expression for the

induced electric field

£(r) = - JJG,p:,r') . J.P(r') dr' + - JJGE(r,r') . J.I(r') de.,
8, 8,

(3.24)

To solve this equation it is easier to transform it to the k - domain, with the aid of the
t

fouriertransformation defined in chapter 2 [seeeq. (2.8)]. Equation (3.24) reduces to
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a multiplication of the Green function with the current density in the k, - domain.

(3.25)

The strategy is now to solve the matrix equation in the k - domain and calculate from this,
the transformed current densities. Then the transformed electric field can be found.

Eventually by applying the inverse fouriertransform results in the sought electric field E(l) .

(3.26)

3.1.5 Calculation of the matrix equation in the k - domain,

In formula (3.21) the expressions for the elements of the Z-matrix are written as integrals

in the space-domain. However the calculations are done in the ~-domain. For that purpose

use will be made of the Parseval theorem:

• •

IIE1(S2.) • I;(S2.) dS2. = 1 1 IIEt(k,) . ~-(k,) 4,
_. (21t) _.

with * : complex conjugate

(3.27)

Applying this to the definitions of the voltages and the impedances in (3.21) results in the

following expressions.

• •
-p

1 ff~ ·lp· 4 -. 1 II~ ·j··4V..v = VII( = etc.
(211:)1 _. ..v,

,
(211:)1 _. lie,

,

• •
-pp 1 II£.p ·lp· 4 i P.• = 1 ff £.p ·l··4Z..i,vw = , etc.

(211:)1 _.;Col ..v , 1I1,( w (21t)1 _.;Col lie ,
(3.28)

• •
-.P 1 II£.. ·lp· dk i"· = 1 ff£.· .l·· 4Z"i,V'l = etc.

(211:)1 _. /'1 ..v , "J,( 'I (211:)1 _. /'1 II( ,
,

• •
-%P

= 1 IfC . jP' dk -%.
1 ffC . l •· 4Z..P,v , ZIIP,( = , etc.

(211:)1 _. P .. " , (211:)1_. P lie ,
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Substituting the appropriate form of the definition of the Green function (2.36) in (3.28)

yields

=
•

1 ffla ·is ] .jp. dJr.
(21t)2 _. -E ." t

•
i PP 1 fIla .jP] • i p• dJr. ,.',"(0) = (21t)2 _. -E 1ft) ." t

•
1 ffla .J..] .jp. dJr.

(21t)2 _. -E 1'1 ." t

•
i~pp." = 1 ff la .ill:] . jp. dJr.

(21t)2 _. -E P ." t

etc.

(3.29)

To resume, with the Green function derived in chapter 2 and the transformed surface
current densities in the k

t
domain it is now possible to calculate the values of the

impedance elements with the equations (3.29). After accomplishing this the matrix equation
can be solved.
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3.2 ANALYSES OF THE BASISFUNCIlONS

As the moment method matrix equation is solved in the Jc.-domai~ the defined current

basisfunctions on the patch and stripline need to be transformed to this domain as well. This

will be the aim of this paragraph. In addition it is shown that the current basisfunctions on

the patch possess a closed-form Fourier-Bessel transform.

3.2.1 Transformation or the basisrunctions to the ~ domain

Equation (3.18) describes the patchcurrents as a set of basisfunctions which are to be

transformed. Only the major steps will be outlined here. [For details see appendix B] As a

start, the relations are given which exists between the two coordinate systems printed in

figure 3.2.

p = ktcos(cp - u) + -(kt x i)sin(rp - u)

cP = -ktsin(rp - u) + -(kt x i)cos(cp - u) (3.30)
kt·p = ktpcos(cp - u)

dS! = pdpdcp

i
<::>

Figure 3.2 {kt , kt xi, i}, {p, cP, i} and {i, y, i} coordinate systems

After transforming the set of basisfunctions of the patch with the aid of (2.8) to the ~

domain one finds:

•

-.

-.
(3.31)
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Then utilising the relations (3.30) in (3.31) one sees that the integrals can be separated in

two parts as follows

J:
y

= J J k,oos(cp - u)cos(mcp)Py(p/c)elt,pcoa(.-.) pdpdcp 
00-2.
JJk, x isin( cp - u )cos(m cp )P.( p/ C) ;t,pCX-<. - II) pdpdcp
00

-2_
J:( = JJ-k,sin(cp - u)sin(ncp)~(p/c)~CX-<·-·) pdpdcp -

00
-2n

JJk, x ieos( cp - u )sin(n cp) ~( p/c);t,pCX-<· - ca) pdpdcp
00

(3.32a)

(3.32b)

Examining apart the terms in (3.32) which belong respectively to the directions k, and

k, x i it is possible to reduce the integrals with the help of the following formula [18]:

-
~. -II) = Jo(t) + 2L pJt(t)cos't(Cp - u)

or -I

(3.33)

in which J or stands for the Besselfunction of the first kind. Then after a tremendous amount

of algebra one obtains that (3.32) can be written as follows

-J:'
y

=Ttj..+l {k,cos(m u)J Py( p/c)[J.+1(k,p) - J.._1(k,p)] pdp 
o -

(k,xi)sin(mu)Jpy(p/c)[J.+1(k,p) + J.._1(k,p)] pdp }
o-J:( = Ttj"+l {k,cos(n u)J ~ ( p/ c)[J"+l(k, p). + JII_1(k, p)] pdp 

o -
(k,xi)sin(nu)J~(p/C)[JII+l(k,p) - JII_1(k,p)] pdp }

o

(3.34)
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In (3.34) one recognize two types of integrals of the Hankeltransform that have to be

calculated:

•
IP =!p.(p/c)J.(ktp) pdp

o
•

l~ =! ~~(p/c)JJI(ktP)pdp
o

(3.35)

This will be the subject of the next paragraph. After carrying out this task the final
expressions of the transformed basisfunctions of the patch are inferred. Consider now the

subsectional basisfunctions of the current on the microstripline, defined in (3.18d). On closer

examination one sees that in the x-direction the subsection has the form of a triangular

function and in the y-direction it has a pulse shaped form. See figure 3.3.

, I'l))

~I[
I ' w.:1 T ~-Ia_,-6 _. _,+b.

:16

Figure 3.3 Shapes of the current basisfunctions on the .

Both functions have well-known fouriertransform forms [19]. Hence the transformation of

J: is readily shown to be

j" =
f - (3.36)

3.2.2 Derivation of a class of Bessel related functions

The inferred formulas in (3.34) can be written in a reduced form when one solves the

integralexpressions in these formulas. This is done by substituting (3.18c) in (3.35) and

utilising the definitions for the Chebyshevpolynoms:

U.(cos6) = Sin[~~1)6] and Tc (cos6) = cos~6 (3.37)
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Furthermore the integration variable P is changed to the angle 8 ,using the relation

P = c ·cos 8 , which is valid in the transverse plane. Then it is seen that the integrals of

(3.35) can be rewritten as:

(3.38)

These integrals are recognized as known integrals [18,p.150] of which the results are the

product of two Besselfunctions. Thus a solution for the integralexpressions in (3.34) is found.

For the sake of clearness the known integrals are stated here below.

-/2

JI&(1.)Jy (1.) =! J JI&+y(2zcos8)cos(J.L-v)8d8, Re(J.L+v) > -1
7t 0 (3.39)

-/2

JI&(1.)Jrc(1.) =.! J JI&_rc(2zcos8)cos( J.L +n)8 d8, Re( J.L -n) > -1
7t 0

The following step is to introduce definitions for the integralexpressions in (3.34) according

(3.40) and to solve these.
..

U~.y =JPy(p/c)[J.+1(ktP) ± J._1(ktp)]pdp
o..

T~( =J~(p/c)[Jrc +1(kt p) ± JII_1(kt p)] p dp
o

(3.40)

Using (3.38), (3.39) and the recurrence relations of Besselfunctions [18], it is possible to find

solutions for the integrals in (3.40). Obvious these solutions represent a class of Bessel

related functions. Henceforth these functions will be used frequently to reduce length of

equations. The following abbreviations are introduced to rewrite the basisfunctions on the

patch, which is in fact the major aim of the deduction of these functions.
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The solution of the integrals in (3.40) are as follows:

U~v =- 1tC {vJ_+v(a)J_-v (a) + (v+2)J_+v+2(a)J_-v-2(a) }
. 2k, -2-""2 ~ -2-

U~v =~{ J _+v(a)J_-v (a) - J _+v+2(a)J_-v-2(a) }
• 2k, -2-""2 -2- --2-

T~~ = 1tc
2

{J.+~(a)J.-~+2(a) + J.-~(a)J.+~+2(a) _ 211 J.+~(a)J.-~(a) }
2 2 2 2 2 k,c 2 2

T.+ 111tC )..~ =-- J .+( (a)J ,,-( (a
k, 2 2

With these functions the formulas in (3.34) are expressed as:

j~v ='ltj_+l {(£,)cosmex U~.v(a) - (£,xi)sinmex U~.v(a) }

i:( =nj"+l {(£,)cosnex T~(a) - (£,xi)sinnex T~~(a) }

In the equations above the argument a is defined as:

k,c
a=-

2

(3.45)

(3.42)

(3.43)

In view of the fact that the result (3.42) of the Fourier transform of the current basis
functions on the patch (3.18a) depends of Bessel related functions (3.41), it can be

concluded that the they have a closed-form Fourier-Bessel transform. In the next paragraph

this result is used to derive expression for the moment method matrix elements.
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3.3 ANALYSES OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE MOMENT METHOD MATRIX

The construction of the equations of the moment method matrix elements is hereby already

described in paragraph 3.1 in the form of integralrepresentations. In this paragraph these

equations will be solved analytical to a certain degree. Further a numerical technique is

discussed to accelerate the calculation of the integrals which cannot be solved analytical.

Also the singularities of the equations are investigated together with techniques to eliminate

the problems caused by these singularities.

3.3.1 The equations of the moment method matrix elements

The integrands of the elements in (3.29) are written in a reduced form, before they are
calculated. For this use is made of the Green function of the electric field derived in
paragraph 2.2 and the Fourier transformed current basisfunctions inferred in paragraph 3.2.

First consider the elements with respect to the patch currents. Substituting the Green

function and the basisfunctions in the integrands results:

-PP .
Z....VCol •

2
lG .jP ] .jp. = -~{Y'U~wU~v(1 +cos2mcx) + Y'U~wU~v(l-cos2mcx)}
-E"W.V 2

1
£G .jP ] .j.; = _.!...{Y·U~ColT~((l +cos2mcx) + Y' U~ColT~(l-cos2mcx)}
-E ..Col.... 2

2
lG .j.,] .jp. = -~{ Y' U~w U~v(1 + cos2mcx) + Y' U~w U~v (1 - cos2mcx)}
-E......Col 2

2
lGE • j:11 ] . j:(. = - ~ {Y' T~11 T~( (1 + cos2mcx) + Y' T~11 T~((l - cos2mcx) }

(3.44)

where the indices i and j are equalized to respectivily m and n to realize orthogonality of

the cosine functions in the integrals. Furthermore n is equalized to m to realize or

thogonality between the radial directed and the tangential directed current basisfunctions

on the patch. An interesting result is that integrand of i P., is equal to the integrand of_ ...w

i:.W (' This result is obvious as these elements descibe the patch-patch current interactions.

The integration of all the integrands takes place in the whole tranverse ~-plane. To reduce
the integration of minus infinity to infinityt the Carthesian coordinates are changed to polar

coordinates. Hence the integration variable dkt is changed to ~d~da and the integration

area is changed to [Otoo > for the ~- and [Ot27T] for the a-integration. In view of the fact that
the a-integration
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takes place from 0 to 2"., it is easy to solve this integration for the elements of the patch.

It is not possible to calculate the ~-integrationanalytical. For this purpose use is made of

numerical integration techniques. This is discussed in the next paragraph. After calculating

the a-integration, the equations of the moment method matrix elements of the patch are

written as:

•
-;Jy '(z,z') U:"w U~.ylctd/ct

o
•

(3.45)

•

(3.46)

•
-;J{Y'(z,z ')T;.'1 T':'[ + Y"(z,z ')T';.'1 T~.[ }1c,dkt ' m pO

o

(3.47)

Following the same procedure as described above a reduced equation for the elements with

respect to the microstripline is derived. Substituting the current basisfunctions of the (3.36)

and the Green function of the electric field into the integrand gives:

t'": ui .jll'] .jll'. = -J2(y'(z,z ')cos2cx + Y"(z,z ')sin2cx)e J1,,(ll',,-ll'f) (3.48)
fP -E p q ll'

Due to symmetric properties the integration area is reduced to one quarter of the transverse

~-plane. Using also polar coordinates an expression is found which is calculated numerically.

··flt; = -~JJJ;( Y '(z,z ')c0s2cx + Y "(z,z ')sin2cx )cos[kt(%p - %q)coscx ]ktdktdcx (3.49)
1't 0 0
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The remain elements describe the patch- interactions. In fact they describe the electromag

netic coupling of the patch mode to the . After substituting the appropriate functions into

the integrands, the following expressions are obtained:

z1&P :[.G .J"'1t].[p. =Xj·_·lJeJI:.r, {-Y'(z,z')cosmClcosClU- +Y"(z,z')sinmClsinClU·}
.,.. -. p.." 1& ... ...

i P1& : [.G .[P ] .[1&. = xj_·lJ e -JY,{-y,(z,z ')cosmClcosCl U- + y"(z,z ')sinmClsinCl U· }
...w -. _w f 1& "W ..w

t::.t. :[a. '.1;] 'J:; = 7Cj_.lJ1&e JI:.r, {-Y'(z,z ')cosmClcosCl T'::t. + Y"(z,z ')sinmClsinCl T';:t.}
Z·1& : [a .[.] .[1&. = 7C}_.lJ e -JI:.r,{_y,(z,z ')cosmClcosCl T: + Y"(z,z ')sinmClsinCl T.- }

..... -. -" f 1& .." "1'1 (3.5"0)

Looking at this result reveals that the first two and the last two integrands have the same

expression due to the interaction between currents on patch and microstripline. The next

step is to analyse their symmetric properties. It appeares that the integration area can also

be reduced to one quarter of the k.-plane. Furthermore it is seen that the resulting
expressions depend on the choice of the value of the indice m. Finally polar coordinates are
introduced in order to have the same type of integrals as in the previous part of this section.

The resulting expressions are numerically integrated.

m : odd

with P = ktxp cascz •
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To be able to calculate all the derived expression of the elements, the location of the

sourceplane (z') and the observationplane (z) are specified.In general the equations of the
moment method matrix elements can be described as:

iC' = fJrG .Jc] ·j""4 with
-E ,

fiE =j(Y',Y") A Y = Yh:=cx,t'=P)
(3.52)

Looking at the location of the described currents in the elements it is clear how to choose

the values of z and z'. For example take element i:lvr,)' As ~: and j~: are both located
on the patch V(z,z') becomes V(~,~). Performing the same analyse on the other elements

yields in the following table:

- y' , y" = Y(~,~)

- y',Y = Y(%.,%l)

- y' , y" = Y(~'%l) = Y(%.,~)

Table 3.1 The values of z and z' of the two layer slab model microstrip antenna.

From the last line of table 3.1 it is clear that indeed reciprocity applies.
Finally a glance at the inferred expressions of all the moment method matrix elements
reveals that there are eventually six types of integrals which need to be solved numerically.
This is the subject of the next paragraphs.
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3.3.2 Acceleration of the calculations of the elements

The moment method matrix elements are given by single and double integrals of still very

complex integrands, which cannot be calculated in a closed form. Also certain integrals have

singularities of first order. Evaluation of such integrals requires a strong numerical

integration routine. Straightforward numerical integration tends therefore inefficient because

of slow convergence in the ~-integration. A possible method of improving the overall

convergence of the integrals involves subtraction from the integrand of a function which is

asymptotically equivalent to it for large ~ and at the same time is amenable to analytical

integration. Then the elements are calculated according:

(3.53)

in which Z denotes the element without the asymptotic function and A denotes the

correction, namely the integral of the asymptotic function. Examining the integrands of the

elements it is seen that for this purpose asymptotic expansions found of the characteristic

Green functions V' and V" need to be. From table (3.1) follows which asymptotic expansions

(VA) have to be calculated with ~ going to infinity. Using the equation of the Characteristic

Green function (2.57) and the asumption that for large values of ~ equation (2.3) becomes

~ =:: j~, it is possible to derive the first term of the asymptotic expansion of V' and V". The

results are mentioned in the table below.

tion.xpymp

,
VA (Z,Z ') VA (Z,Z')Z Z

Zl Zl -jlc, j fA) JJ.o

fA) to(e r + t r ) 21c,
1 a

Z2 Z2 -jlc, j fA) JJ.O

fA) toO + t r ) 21c,a

Z2 Zl -jlc 2e e -l,~ j fA) JJ.Oe -l,~
. .' ra

fA) to(e r + tr:)(1 + tr:) 21c,
1 a a

.2 First term in the as totic e ansion of the Characteristic Green funcTable 3
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Table (3.2) reveals that for the case where z is unequal to z', the Characteristic Green

functions decay exponentially for large values of~. This means that for electromagnetically

ooupled patches, where patch and miau;tripline are vertically separated, the~oft:,.: ' t:J.:
become vanishingly small outside of some finite integration area. Since the thickness of the

intermediate layer (12) appears in the exponent of the natural logarithm, it is clear that

when 12 increases this integration area rapidly decreases. For the cases where the source (z')

and observation (z) plane coincide (z=z') the integrands exhibit a much slower algebraic

decay. In those situations it is expedient to implement the proposed acceleration procedure

to increase the efficiency of the integration. To illustrate this technique an example is given

of one of the matrix elements.

•
t::.,v,.., =- =!{(V' - VA') U,;,.. U.~,.., + (~" - VA") U.:... U.:.,.., }k,dk, +

o
•

-=JVA' U,;,.. U';',..,k,dk,
o

•
(3.54)

The first term is now numerical evaluated. The second and third term are first analytically

in order to find a closed form expression which is easily calculated numerically. For the sake
of clearness only one analytical obtained expressions of the example is given. Detailed
analyses of all elements using this acceleration technique can be found in Appendix[C].

- pp' ,
A-.v ,.., = CPP [v <a> II (v,<a>,m) + v(<a> +2)11(v,<a> +2,m) +

(v +2)<a>II(v +2,<a>,m) +(v +2)(<a> +2)11 (v +2,<.> +2,m)]

with

C pp' = jc ~

Ceo(l + e~) 2
2

and

l(v <.> ) = 1 flfl T,,(p) T,..,(<a» oQo (p2
+'t

2]d d
I ' ,m 1/2 .-1/2 2 P

~(p't) ooI1-p211-'t2 p't

(3.55)

The T and Q functions of the integral II are a Chebyshev and a Legendre polynomial
respectively. Furthermore the Q function is rewritten in terms of a Hypergeometric function

[20]. After this the integral II is numerically calculated. One observes that this integral is
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independently of any antenna parameters. Therefore it needs only to be calculated once for
certain indices with the results stored in a memory. The calculation of the correction

functions A progresses then very easy.

3.3.3 The existance and the evaluation of singularities

The microstrip antenna belongs to a class of open boundary structures which are capable

of guiding electromagnetic waves. These waves propagate along an interface between two
different media. For this reason these waves are called surface waves. Their field is
characterized by the exponential decay away from this interface in the direction normal to
this interface. [21] To find these waves it is necessary to investigate the wave equation for
the case that no excitation is present, ie. the eigenvalue solutions of the wave equation are

called surface waves. The guidance conditions for these eigenmodes are found by

investigating the characteristic equations of the fieldcomponents. These characteristic

equations correspond to the complex transcendental functions TM(~) and TE(~) which
appear in the denominator of the integrands of the moment method matrix elements. In

general one can write these integrands in the form:

F(k) 1
, TM(k,) TE(k,)

with
TM(k,) = y' (k,)

TE(k,) = y" (k,)
(3.56)

The zeros of these functions define the surface wave poles of the composite layer, which

represents the propagation constants for the TM- or TE eigenmodes (TM or TE

surfacewaves). For these surfacewaves poles the integrands become singular. Depending on

the number of singularities and their location in the complex plane, these poles can cause

numerical integration problems for the integration along the real ~-axis, when these are set
on or near this axis. Therefore it is important to examine the Characteristic equations:

TM=O A TE=O (3.57)

in order to determine the number and the locations of their roots. Substituting equations

(2.61) into (2.46) and reducing to a common denominator, the characteristic equations of

(3.57) are deduced.
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TM: -jYO'YI'CI-YI'Y2'CIC2 +y2'Y2' -jYO'y2'C2 = 0

TE: -jYo"yl"cl - y l"y2"C
1

C
2

+ y2"y2" -jYO"y2"C2 = 0

with

and

C, = cot(k% t,) i = 1,2,
(3.58). we,

A " kl ,

Yi =- Y, =-- i = 0,1,2
kl , wl10

The next step is to define the correct wavenumbers:

k:o =Jt; _1c,2 = -jJ lc,2 - t; = -juo ,

k%l = Jk; _1c,2 = -jJ 1c,2 - k; = -jUt '

k~ = Jif _1c,2 = -jJ lc,2 - if = -ju2 '

)..2 2"() = w 110 &0

k; = t; &, '(1 - jtan~l)
1

if =ki &, • (1 - jtan~2)
:z

(3.59)

Utilizing these definitions into (3.58), the characteristic equations can be rewritten as

follows:

TM: cosh(U2t2)[Uo~+ Ultanh(U1tl )] + sinh(U2t2)[U2~ + UOU
1~tanh(Ultl)l = 0

&2 &2 ~ eo (3.60)

TE : cooh("'''>[''o +u,coth(u,t,>] +sinh<...,,>[... +"::' coth(u,t,>] = 0

The conditions under which the roots of TM and TE start to appear in (3.60) need to be

found. These roots correspond to the existance of TE and TM guided modes. First consider

the case without losses (tan 6 = 0). Then the roots of (3.60) lie on the real ~-axis within

the interval [ ko, max(kl ,k2) ] whereby only the roots on the positive real axis are considered

[22]. It can be proven that these roots are first order zeros [23]. A root in the mentioned

interval corresponds to the transversal component of the wavevector for a particular TM or

TE eigenmode. From the definitions in (3.59) follows that the axial component of the
wavevector is purely imaginary. Remember that the wave is characterized by exp{-j~(z-7.0)

j~ p}. Substituting (3.59) it becomes then exp{-j..(z-7.0)-j~ P}. From this result it is clear

that the wave is evanescent in the positive axial z-direction. This is expected as the TM and

TE eigenmodes are interpreted as TM and TE surface wave modes.
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(3.61)

The excitation of these modes depends on the dimensions of the microstripantenna, the

choice of the dielectric and the frequency. Let Bnti be the transversal propagation number

of the TMi surfacewave mode and B.mi of the TEi surfacewave mode. Then all TMi and TEi

surfacewave mode can exist when their transversal propagation number equals ko [22].

Substituting ~ = ko into equations (3.59) and (3.60) it is possible to determine the guidance

conditions for each mode. This yields in the following equations for the surfacewave modes:

TM: -tJm(ttJk; -~) =~ lki -~ tan{t2 Jki -~)
e2 Jk; -~

TE: -cot (ttJk; -~) = Jki -~ tan(t2 Jki -~)
Jk;-~

(3.62)

10 : wavelength of freespace

Solutions for these equations may readily be obtained by graphical means. For this purpose

it is convenient to introduce the following variables:

2nt2 ,..---:
v = -./e'-1

1 V '2o
t .J""'-e-,----::-1

C = ...! V '1

t2 ./e ' - 1
V '2

Applying these variables into (3.61) yields:

e~'t2
TM: tan(v) = __2_Ctan(CV)

e,·tt
I

t
TE: tan(v) = +2Ccot(Cv)tt

(3.63)

These equations are now plotted in figure 3.4. From this figure follows for a fixed A that

the variable v determines how many TM and TE surfacewave modes are excited. It is seen

directly that no matter what antenna parameters are choose~ there exist always a TMo
surfacewave mode with a zero cut-off frequency for a given layered medium. Its propagation

constant can be found as the first zero of the equation TM of (3.60). For the lossless case

it lies in the interval ko s ~o S max(kt ,k2). Also from the figure follows the condition
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tal':

-.(Cv):--

OOI(Cv) : ---

Figure 3.4 Graphical representation of the TM and TE cut-off conditions.

for which this TMo-surfacewave mode is the only existing mode in the microstrip antenna

structure t namely v < VI' For given antenna parameters VI is the first solution of the TM

equation in (3.63). After calculating this root t the maximum allowable frequency for which

the condition is still mett ie. the cut-off frequency of the TE}-surfacewave mode t can be

calculated when using (3.62).

(3.64)

When this condition is met the complex transcendental functions (3.58) TM has exactly one

zero and TE has no zeros. A situation which agrees to the one for a single-layer microstrip

antennastructure [23].

Now consider that there are dielectric losses. Then the surfacewave poles become complex,

by which they are no longer located on the real Ic.-axis. Instead they lie just below in the

fourth quadrant of the complex Ic.-plane. The amount of loss present determines how large

the imaginar parts are [24]. It is shown that even for a loss of tantS = Ot1 these imaginar

parts are kept small. Thus the roots lie close to the real Ic.-axis. Through here they have still

an important influence on the numerical integration along the real kt-axis.
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It is obvious that the roots (poles) which are 'far' of the real axis have less influence than

the ones 'near' the real axis. Therefore a technique called "extraction of the singularities"

is used to provide an integralform which satisfies all cases, ie. with or without losses [24].

The integrands become then:

F(k,) = {F(k,) -F..(k,)} + F....(k,)
= Fnik,) + FU6(k,)

(3.65)

The integrands of the moment method matrix elements are written as:

F(A) _ g(A)
1M(A)TE(A)

A = Re(k,) (3.66)

(3.67)

with

where the a-integration is calculated analytical or numerical and included in the analytical

function g(A). Assume that condition (3.64) is satisfied, then only one pole must be

considered. For this the integration interval is decomposed into three subintervals [0,10],

[ko,1omax(Je,;,Je,J] and [komax(Je,;'Je,~~00). The integration of the middle interval
may be written in the form:

c c c
JF( A)dA = JFreg( A)dA + JF';"1[( A)dA
to to to

RF. (A) = -----
..,., A - (A +j~)p p

Here Ap + j ~p is the complex pole of 1M( A) and R the residue of F( A) at this pole. SinceF..,(A)

has a single pole, it is possible to calculate the residue R [15, p. 294] according:

(3.68)
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TM(l,) is expanded in a Taylor series around 1, = 1, +j~,:

• 7]1<.)(}. + j ( )
nI(k,) =E c.(k, -1, - j ~,)., with c. = "

.0(1 (III)

dnl(k) I=TM( 1" +j ~,)+' . . (k, - 1, - j (,) + .••higher oriUr ~T1IIS
dk, k,=l,+J~,

Substituting (3.69) into (3.68) yields in an expression for the residue:

R == g(l, +j~,) lim (1, -1, - j ~,)

TE(1, +j~,) k, .. l, +j~, dTM(k,) I '(1 -1 +'~ ) +....
dlrsubt It =1 +J'~ , , J ,, , ,

= g(1, +j~,) lim 1]
TE(l, +j~,) l, .. l p +j~p dTM(k,) I +••••

dlrsubt It, = 1, + j ~p

g(lp +j~p) [dTM(l,) I ]-1
I: TE(1, + j ~p) dlrsubt It, == l p + j ~p

(3.70)

(3.

(3.71)

(3.72)

Returning to the problem of integration it reveals that the first integral of the right-hand

side of (3.67) presents a regular integral. This integral can easily be calculated numerical.

The second integral is integrated analytical:

C C R
JF8iJlg(l)dl = J __ . dl = R(InI'-lp-j~pl-lnl1o-lp+j~pl)
to to 1 l p J ~p .

= R In [ ~:+<C-l,)2] +jR[atan{'-l'}+atan{lp - 1o }]
2 ~: + (10 - l p)2 ~p ~p

When ~p approaches zero from the negative side with l p > 10 then (3.71) becomes:

C ('-1)JF.,..(l)dl = Rln _ p - j1tR
to 10 1,
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Hence (3.72) represents the lossless case. Examining the integral of Freg(l) it reveals that

there exists an infinite derivative at 1 = 10, which causes numerical integrationproblems.

Substituting 1 = locosht into the integral a very smooth integrand is obtained [24]. Now the

integral can be easily numerically integrated with respect to the integrationvariable 1.

1F"p.)d1 =[F...(k"ccsb t)k"sinhtdt. with ,,= QCosh(~ ) (3.73)

The infinite derivative at 1 = 10 exist also in the interval [0,1,]. Elimination of this

problem is realized with the substitution of 1 = locost. The resulting integrand is much

smoother and can be integrated numerically without problems.

10 -/2JF(l)dl = f F(locost)losintdt (3.74)
o 0
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3.4 METHODS OF OBTAINING THE ANTENNA INPUT IMPEDANCE

For the evaluation of the microstripantenna input impedance, transmission line theory is

applied and, because of this, unimodal behaviour of the field far from the strip/patch

coupling region is essential. In order to satisfy this requirement, the transmission line is kept

very close to the ground plane giving a ratio width/line-to-ground distance (W/tl) > 2 [25].

Then an unimodal field is excited under the transmission line and as a result the current

distribution beyond an appropriate reference plane ("0) forms standing waves of a quasi

transverse electromagnetic (TEM) - mode. For this reason, the microstrip line is

approximated by a transmission line of characteristic impedance Zo and propagation

constant Pe' which is terminated to an unknown impedance (ZA) representing the

strip/patch region. The characteristic impedance Zo and the effective propagation constant Pe

can be calculated using the following formulas [25], [26]:

(3.75)

1
+

2

£ -1
r c •

2 --;::::::=======
10(t1 + '2)

1+---w
1207t [W (W )J -1Zo = --. - + 1,393 + 0,667ln - + 1,444
fE '1 '1V-r.

Pe = tore;.

(3.76)

The resultant effective dielectric constant is derived from the condition of constant electric

flux density Dz (D. = £ E) through the two dielectrics from an applied voltage Yo = , Ez:

(t1 + '2) £r £r:
£ = .....:1---=.2

rc

The transmission line is excited by a lumped voltage source, as shown in figure 3.5. In the

context of the moment method solution, the lumped voltage excitation of the transmission

line is equivalent to a delta gap generator. In order to explain this kind of source, consider

the microstripline model in figure 3.6. As the microstripline is a perfect conductor there can

only exists an electric excitation field in the gap. From the boundary conditions (3.1) it

follows that the magnetic field generates a surface current JX on the microstripline. These

current is approximated by an expansion series as defined in (3.18a). The current
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basisfunction at the location of the gap can be seen as the representation of the magnetic

field in the gap. Then it follows from the Poynting theorem [13] that only at the location of

lV I

X'-

Zo.8e Zo.8e

EX o
Z<X') Zcx')

Figure 3.5 Transmission line model of the electromagnetic coupled microstripantenna.

the gap a power flux arises. Subsequently this phenomena explains that only the voltage

V;.i • (Xi =X ') as has been defined in (3.21) has a non-trivial solution. By choosing an unit

strength. the excitation vector [V] in the k.-domain has the form:

v. = { +1. at position of the generator (x, = x ') (3.77)
I O. otherwise

B. 1....
1_ l:-i
('" • /

1....

•

Figure 3.6 Model of the deltagap generator.

Since the gap is located at a certain position on the microstripline it is called a deltagap

generator. One of the major advantages of this excitation model is the simplicity of the

voltage vector evaluation. Solution of the moment method matrix equation with given
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excitation vector yields the current coefficients of the associated current basisfunctions on
the patch and microstripline. Using the coefficients and the basisfunctioDS on the
microstripline yields a piecewise-linear approximation of the current on the transmission

line. A straightforward analyses of the configuration in figure 3.5 shows that:

ZIIpt =Z(x ') = vex:) - Z(x ') (3.78)
lex )

•where Z(x ') is equal to the impedance of a section of open circuited transmission line

(stub). [27] of length I = (xoc -x '):

Z(x ') = -jZocotfill' (3.79)

From the obtained surface current distribution along the transmission line, the valuel(x ')

at the location of the known voltage source V(x') is extracted. As all quantities are known

it is possible to calculate the input impedance ~N with (3.78).

4-

A more accurate approach to calculate the stub impedance Z(x ') is by considering an

isolated centre-feed microstrip line of twice the length of the open end as in figure 3.5 (in

fact a centre fed dipole). The sought stub impedance equals one half of the value of the

input impedance of this dipole. To find the current distribution on this dipole it is expedient

to retain the same basisfunctions as are used to approximate the current distribution on the

microstripline. Then the moment method matrix for the dipole is a truncated matrix of the
submatrix which describes the current interactions on the microstrip line with the same

elements!

Subma1rix of
moment method matrix

1
Zdip----

I(x-centre)

Figure 3.7 Used part of the moment method matrix to calculate Zdip'
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4 DETAILS OF THE METHOD OF MOMENT CALCULATION

For the calculation of the electromagnetic antenna characteristics, namely its resonant

behaviour and the input impedance, a choice is made to perform these with the method of

moment technique. After theoretical analyses given in the previous chapter it is now the task

to analyse how this technique is to be implemented in computer software. Accuracy and

efficiency are keywords. This chapter deals with the examination of the symmetry properties

of the moment method matrix. Subsequently a choice is made of the order of the current

basisfunctions on the patch. Furthermore the matrix elements are considered in order to

find the length of the integration interval and a manner to improve the efficiency of their

calculation.

4.1 SYMMETRY PROPERTIES OF THE MOMENT METHOD MATRIX

The moment method matrix is formulated in paragraph 3.1.3". The resulting matrix equation

(3.27) and [Appendix D] can be partitioned into three types of submatrices. The first one

represents the interaction between various current modes on the patch and has a block

diagonal form. A second type serves the same purpose for the microstripline and possesses

a Toeplitz structure. The third couples the patch current modes to the microstripline and

has no specific form.

4.1.1 Submatrices of the patch

(4.1)o

From the analyses in paragraph 3.3.1 it follows that the derived equations of the elements

ZPP, ZP', Z'P, and Z', only have a solution not equal to zero when the first two indices

are equal. Since these indices indicate the row and column position within the accessory

submatrix, it is clear that all submatrices of the patch have a block diagonal form:

Zoo
Zu

o

Instead of calculating all the elements, it is onlynecessary to calculate the elements on the

diagonal. Furthermore only one of the matrices ZP, and Z'P has to be calculated, since
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their elements are equal as has been shown in paragraph 3.3.1. Conclusio~ the calculation

of the submatrices of the patch can be performed efficiently.

4.1.2 Submatrix or the microstripline

Examing the derived equation of the ZJa elements in (3.49) it is seen that it is possible to

rewrite it as follows:
.,,/2

Z;; -JJg(«,kt)i(<<,lx,-xql>dktd<<
o 0

(4.2)

Considering all elements of this submatrix, their integrals differ only in the result of the

term Ix, -xq I, in which q and p respectively indicate the row and column andx, and xq
represent a position of the x-axis along the length of the microstripline. Since subsectional

basisfunctions with a constant spacing delta are used, the result of Ix, -xq I is aiways a

multiple of the spacing delta. When the elements are distinguished by their amount of

spacing it is seen that only the first column or first row has to be calculated to find all other

elements of the submatrix. Such a matrix structure is known as a Toeplitz-structure.An

example of this structure is given below. Conclusion, also the matrix of the microstripline

can be calculated efficiently.

10 :11 x2 s3-I

zoo 'liJ1 Z02
ZIO Zll Z12
Z20 Z21 Z22

Figure 4.1 Toeplitz structure.

'liJ& Zl& Z26
Zl& 'liJ& Zl&
Z2& Zl& 'liJ& U··

- ZlO ..
Z20. .

4.1.3 Submatrices or the patch-stripline interaction

In paragraph 3.3.1 is shown that the elements Zp%, Z·% are respectively equal to Z%P, Z%••

Thus only two of the four submatrices have to be calculated. But as there are no symmetry

properties within these submatrices, all their elements have to be calculated. This can be
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explained due to the fact that the coupling is made between a rectangular shaped

microstripline with :i-directed basisfunctions and a circular shaped patch with p and JP
directed basisfunctions. Comparing the calculation of these submatrices to the others, it is
clear that these determine the duration of the computation of the whole matrix.
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4.2 THE ORDER OF TIlE PATCHCURRENT BASISFUNCI10NS

The selection of the order indices Y, Cl), ~, " determines the shape of the current basis- and

expansionfunctions. Since Galerkin's method of moment is applied, the basis- and

expansionfunctions are the same. Therefore the indices Y, ~ are equal respectively to 6), ".

For the sake of simplicity of the calculations and to limit the set of possible basisfunctions,

the same order is choosen for p-directed and ,,-directed current basisfunctions. The indices

satisfy then the condition y • fa) • ~ =" .Under the assumption that the radiated electric field
is required with its maximum along the z-axis and that the edge condition of the patch is

satisfied, suitable current basisfunctions are sought. For this purpose the electric field of the

TMll-mode of the cavity model of this antenna is analyzed as this field fulfills the

acquirement [28]. Furthermore the maximum strength is expected in the middle of the

patch. Finally a symmetric current distribution is expected due to the manner of positioning

the microstrip under the patch. With the following choice of indices some suitable

basisfunctions can be found:

1.0

'" -r
+

'" ..J:...+
t

I~ T
+

-,

.,..,.

... -:-

... -::
:::

Figure 4.2 Current distribution of basisfunctions on the patch.

A proper choice is that of 6 basisfunctions on the patch according:

~~ (~) (~) (~) (~) (~) (~)
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4.3 CALCUlATION OF THE MOMENT METHOD MATRIX ELEMENTS

The integrands of the derived equations in paragraph 3.3.1 are now investigated upon their

dependence as function of 1. It seems that all types show rapid oscillations for large values

of 1 t see figure 4.3. Because of this the a-integration becomes increasingly difficult. A

method
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Figure 4.3 Some integrands of the elements of the moment method matrix.

of overcoming this problem is to apply asymptotic subtraction as described in paragraph

3.3.2. Another method for calculating an integral of a rapid oscillating function is that of the

tMethod of Averagest [29]. Since only first order calculations on the antenna problem are

considered none of the above mentioned methods is actual programmed. Since all

integrands converges very fast a simple method is used the calculate the integral with a

reasonable accuracy. To this end, the integration interval is divided in subintervals which are

subsequently integrated using a Gauss-Kronrod integrationroutine [30].

~ b --__-----'c:------_
6 to maxcit,k2) nko

Figure 4.4 Partitioning of the interval

Calculation of the first two intervals goes very easily, since the resulting equations in these

intervals are smooth functions (paragraph 3.3.3). Therefore a IS-points Gauss-Kronrod
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integration routine proved to be accurate enough as a more point routine did not much

improve the accuracy of the result. The accuracy of the calculation of the third interval

depends on the length of this interval and the number of subintervals choosen in it.

Examining the plots of the integrands in figure 4.3 reveals that the upperbound of the

integration should be about 100 times leo- A choice is made to divide this interval in two

parts and integrate these parts separately, which proves to be accurate enough. The small

peak at the beginning of the plot of each integrand is caused by the infinitive derivative and

the TMo surface wave pole. Although the area under this peak is small comparing with the

rest of the integrand, it is not allowed to neglect it, since in several cases its contribution is

large. To obtain a better understanding of the origin of the peak, a plot is made of the TM

function (3.60) derived in paragraph 3.3.3. When the plots of the integrands are enlarged

, it can be recognized that the infinitive derivative is caused by this function. Of course this

is expected since the TM-function is an integral part of the integrands.
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Figure 4.5 A:plot of TM-funetion B:plot of integrand.

After obtaining the reduced form of the moment method ma~ it proved in practice that

the calculation of it took still a large amount of computation time (± Ih per frequency

point). Therefore again the matrix is investigated to search for corresponding parts of

expressions in all the elements. From this analyse it appeared that all elements have in

common the calculation of the Characteristic Green function. To improve the efficiency, this

function is calculated once each time for each integration point and the result is used in all

elements for further calculation of their integral. The achieved reduction is about 100%.
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In this chapter numerical results of the method presented in the former chapters are given.

To test the theory and software first a simple center fed dipole microstrip antenna is

investigated. Then a circular patch antenna is investigated. The programs for calculating

these results are written in Microsoft Fortran-77. Important is to know that no asymptotic

acceleration techniques are implemented in the software, because from several computation

tests it proved that no significant reduction in computational time was achieved.

5.1 MICROSTRIP CENTER FED DIPOLE

A simple model described in figure 5.1 is investigated. On the structure of this model a

current distribution of (3.22d) is assumed with N =23 subsections, and a 6-gap excitation is

taken at x' =1/2.

! ,
~-----------------------------------------~! I ;..,.

,

~----~! :

Figure 5.1 Microstrip center fed dipole printed on a single dielectric slab.

A typical picture of the impedance curve and the current distribution at resonance is given

in figure 5.2. When comparing the expected resonance length Ad. with the computed

resonance length L, one sees a good agreement. Furthermore when choosing the thicknesst I

much smaller than the antennalength 1, the resulting antenna characteristics show good

results comparing to that of a wire antennadipole [9,blz 72,74]. Examining the effect of the

substrate thickness on the antenna characteristics, it is seen that a shift in the resonance

frequency occurs and that the resistance at resonance changes when the substrate thickness

varies. These results are plotted in figure 5.3. Using these plots an optimal feed to antenna

match can be obtained by choosing the appropriate thickness.
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Figure 5.2 A: input impedance, B: Current distribution at fres = 2 GHz.

Antenna parameters: W = 4.6 rom, I = 100 rom, t1 = 1.59 mm, £" = 2.55.
1
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Figure 5.3 A: Resonance frequency vs. thickness, B: Resistance at resonance vs. thickness.

Antenna parameters: W=4.6 rom, I = 100 rom, £" = 2.55.
1

The next step is to test the theory on a multilayered microstrip structure. For this use is

made of the antennamodel described in figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Microstrip center fed dipole embedded in a two-layer dielectric slab.

Also in this case it is interesting to investigate the superstrate effect on the resonance

frequency and input resistance at resonance. From the plots in figure 5.5 it can be seen that

when the thickness of the superstrate increases, the resonance frequency decreases to an

asymptotic value for large thicknesses. As in the former case these plots can be used to

chose an appropriate superstrate thickness to match the antenna to the feed.
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Figure 5.5 A: Resonance frequency vs. thickness, B: Resistance at resonance vs.thickness.

Antenna parameters: W=4.6 mm, I = 100 mm, t1 = 1.59 mm, E r , = 2.55.
1

Comparing the results of both models it can be concluded that the use of a superstrate

improves the impedance bandwidth of the antenna. This is expected since a smaller effective

dielectric constant can be achieved by using a superstrate. Figure 5.6 shows the decrease in

this parameter as function of the thickness of the superstrate.
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Figure 5.6 The effective dielectric permittivity as function of the thickness.
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5.2 MICROSTRIP CIRCULAR PATCH ANTENNA

In this paragraph the theory is applied to the antenna problem of the circular patch antenna,

electromagnetically coupled to a microstripline. The geometry of the used model is
described in figure 5.7.

FEED LINE

.-f/_W
I I
1,1 I

-~
~~

I

I
GROUND PLANE

Figure 5.7 Circular patch antenna excited by a microstripline.

The input impedance of the antenna is calculated with the aid of equation (3.78) and the

method described in figure 3.7, paragraph 3.4. To investigate the impedance bandwidth,

which is the band of frequencies for which the antenna is properly matched to a coaxial feed

line connected to the microstripline, the Voltage-Standing-Wave-Ratio (VSWR) is examined.

YSWR =~ r = rejkction coqficient. (5.1)
1 - Ir I '

For a perfect match the VSWR = 1. Here -in this report the impedance bandwidth is

defined as the frequency range for which the VSWR < 2.

Based on the idea that the antenna is used for broadcast satellite service (BSS), specifically

for community reception (2.5 - 2.69 GHz) [31], a design frequency of 2.6 GHz and a
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dielectric constant of 2.55 is choosen. From these values the diameter of the patch can

approximately be calculated. The height of the layers and the width of the microstripline are

chosen in order to obtain a characteristic impedance of 50 ohm. The given configuration in

figure 5.7 has a lot more degrees of freedom than a single-layer patch antenna. Therefore

the design of such a microstripantenna which meets certain requirements is a separted

subject which is not a part of the research presented in this report. The main object is to

test the theory on a certain model. Figure 5.8 shows the impedance curve and the VSWR

for certain parameters.
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Figure 5.8 Input impedance and VSWR of the designed antenna.

Antenna Parameters: c = 17.5 nun, t1 = t2 = 1.59 nun, W = 4.6 nun, !,., = !,.. = 2.55.
1 2

Stripline: 1 = 124 nun, excitation point x' = 84 mm. A: d = 175 nun, B: d = 21.5 mm.
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An important aspect is the choice of the type of feed. Therefore some investigation of the

patch-stripline overlap parameter d is done. By varying this parameter it is seen that a

perfect match between feed and antenna can be achieved for a certain overlap d'. Apart
from this also a slightly shift in the resonance frequency occurs. Figure 5.9 shows these

results.

.5.
~

1.

2 ., '-T-T-......-t-1"'1"'T'T-t-TTTT+.....................'T"T"t.........T+r,...,......,i-TT'I......
-5 ~ -, -2 -1'" 2 3

_11__.Iap x :11-1

Figure 5.9 A: The minimum VSWR as function of the patch-stripline overlap,

B: The shift in resonance frequency as function of the patch-stripline overlap.

This is an important advantage of this antenna model, as independently of the other

parameters an optimal match can be achieved only by changing the overlap d. From figure

5.9b it is seen that the shift in resonance frequency has its maximum when the edge of the
stripline is near the center of the radiating patch.

The difference between the design frequency of 2.6 GHz and the computed frequency of 2.9

GHz can be explained as follows. Possible not enough basisfunctions and or the correct

order of the basisfunctions are chosen. Then from computational tests of some integrals of

the elements of the moment method matrix it appeared that an improper choice of the

upper bound, the integrals do not converge enough, yielding incorrect results. But the

solution of the computed model is reasonable when it is compared with results of the
literature [5], (10], [32].
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6 CONCLUSIONS

- The full wave analysis presented in this report can be used to analyse an arbitrarely
shaped microstrip structure embedded in or printed on a multilayered slab.

- Despite much efforts are made to increase the efficiency of the computational aspects, not

much improvements were achieved. It proved from experiments and from the form of the
reduced formulas that most of the computational time is spent to the calculation of the
interaction between the microstripline and the patch modes. An explanation for this is the
different geometries of the circular patch and the rectangular microstripline.

- All calculations were performed with available integration routines. Whether these are

more suitable than others for this electromagnetically problem has not been investigated.
Therefore it is necessary to reconsider a (numerically) mathematically treatment of the

integrals under consideration to improve the accuracy and the efficiency of the

calculations.
- As distinct from the coaxial fed patch antenna the electromagnetically coupled patch

antenna can achieve a perfect match. This is done easily by choosing an appropriate patch
microstripline overlap. But due to this a minor shift in the designed resonance frequency
occurs. At the same time, the total thickness of the multilayer substrate can be increased,

yielding in greater impedance bandwidth. Furthermore spurious radiation from

discontinuities in the feed network can be reduced by allowing the microstripline to be
placed close to the ground plane.
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